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GLOBAL WATER RESEARCH COALITION 

GLOBN C o o P m n o N  FOR THE GENERATION OF WATER KNOWLEOGE 
GWRC is a non-profit organization that sewes as a coliaborative rnechanisrn for water 
research. The beneñts that the GWRC offers iîs mernbers are water research infomation 
and knowledge. The Coalition focuses on water supply and wastewater issues and renewable 
water resources: the urban water cyde. 

The members of the GWRC are: the Awwa Research Foundation (US). CRC Water Quality and 
Treatment (Australia). E A W  (Switzerland). KMA (Netherlands). Suez Environment- CIRSEE 
(Prance), Stowa -Foundation for Applied Water Research (Netherlands). DVCW - TZW Water 
Techmlogy Center (Germany). UK Water Industiy Research (UK). Vmlia- Anjou Recherche 
France). Water Environment Research Foundation (US). Water Research Cnrnmission (South 
Africa). WateReuse Foundation (US). and the Water SeMces Assoaation of Australia. 

These organizations have national research program addressing different parts of the water 
cycle. They provide the impetus. credibility. and fundingfor the CWRC. Each member brings 
a unique set of skills and knowledge to the Cnalition. Through its member organizations 
GWRC represents the interests and needs of 500 rnillion consumers. 

GWRC was officially formed in April 2002 with the signing of a partnership agreement at 
bie International Water Association 3rd World Water Congress in Melbourne. A partnership 
agreement was signed with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in July 2003. GWRC is 
affiliated with the InternationaI Water Assofiadon (NA). 



DISCLAIM ER 

CWRC members jointly funded this study. CWRC and its membem assume no responsibi- 
lity b r  the content of the research study reported in this publication or iòr the opinion or 
statements of fact expressed in the report. The mention of made names for commercial pro- 
duct~ does not represent ar imply the approval or endorsement of GWRC and its members. 
This report is presented solely for inkmnational purposes. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The past ten years have s e n  a lot of developments in membrane bioreactor F[BR) techmlogy. 
Much of the research a c t ~ t i e s  that were canied out. aimed at application of the technology 
in fullacale wastewater treatment. This has resulted in the realisation of some 75 full.xale 
installations world wide. with a wide range of treament capacities. 
Due to the growing interest in MER, the memben of the Clobal Water Research Cnaiition 
(CWRC) selected MBRas a priority area in the GWRCs research agenda. The Board ofDirectors 
of the GWRC initiated a project with the aim ofreviwvingthe present knowledge of MBR and 
to organise a workshop to develop a phased research strategy. 
The opening of the MBR at Varssevdd wwtp m e  Netherlands) was seized by the GWRC t0 

prepare a state of science report with regard to MBR. In a hvoday workshop the cumnt  state 
of science and the member activities were discusred and used to identify funire research 
needs. 

Within the CWRC membership and associated organisations a vast amount of knowledge 
and hm-how is available. The exchange of knowledge and experience with design and ope 
ration of MBR instaliations is however rather limited and can be enhanced by setting up a 
Knowledge Base. This knowledge base can be ured to dwelop a Decision Support Tod, which 
enables decisionmakers to make a fair comparison of different available techniques 

Among the most important research topics. effluent quality and membrane fouling come out 
as Arst priority. 
Fouling is regarded as a major problem in MBR Operational suategies to cope 4 t h  fouling 
problems are primarily empirical. and seientific knowledge on underlying pmresses is 1 s -  
king. Membrane fouling is dependent on many variables and can be minimised by optimum 
design and good operation. appropnate pretreatment and deaning st~ategies. Tbere are k- 

ous questions as to whether the current operathg wlndow is at an optimum. 

Innovative water cycle concept5 including MBR teehnology are likely to broaden the applica 

tion range of the technology. A Porecast of rhe global staius and possibilities and limitation 
of MBR as pan of die urban water cycle could give guidance to further development ofthis 
technology. Existing ideas and projects l i k  nanofiltration MBR and anaerobic MBR shouldbe 
evaluated and further investigated. 

Based on the outcome of the workshop, four project themes were defined: 
1 development of an MBR luiowledge base for munieipal wastewater treatment: 
2 decision Support Tod for municipal MBR teduiology choke: 
3 enluent quality of MBRs; 
4 scenario studies Zû30: Identification of future concepts of wastewater management with in- 

novative MBR technologies. 



INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND. 
The deveiopment of membnne bioreactor (MBR) technology has made major steps in the 

past ten yean. As a result of this. the field of application has bmadened uiwards the muniá- 
pal wastewater treatment secmr. To date. about 75 fullacale installations (with a capacity of 
more than 100 m'/day) for the treament of municipal wastewater are in operation or under 
construction worldwide. 
In conjunction with this development there has been a lot of research activity in the field of 
MER teehnology. The Board of Directom of the Clobal Water Research Coalition (MC) d e  
termined this technology to be of priority for coiiaborative research and decided to conduct 
a project with the aim to: 
- determine the cumnt state of the science in the field of MB% 
- develop a phased research strategy represented by priority research projects. 

SIDWA. the Dutdi organisation cmdinating the research activities on behalf of the Dutch 
Water Authorities. was asGWRC member assigned with the lead ofthe project. Wüteveen+Bos 
Consulting Engineen was contracted to prepaw a State  of the Science report with regard to 
MBR technology. The State of the Science report was sent around to the CWRC memben and 
served as a basis for the Workshop which was held in Dwtinchem/Amhem. April 26/27 with 
representatives of- members and invited expertr. This workshop report summarises the 
presentations and fi- of the MBR Research Suategy Workshop. 

1.2 OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH OF THE WORKSHOP 
The objective of the workshop was to present the mrrent state of howledge on MBR for mu- 
nicipal wastewater treament and to identify Imowledge gaps and research needs in îhis field. 
Based on the howledge gaps and missing links. a research strategy was developed and a set 
of project proposals for joint actions was devised. 



1.3 THE WORKSHOP 

The fint day of the workshop was dedicated to the determination and discussion of the cur- 
rent State of the Science with regard to MBR The drafi version of the report was presented 
and subsequently discussed according to the identified research topics. 
Each paruupant inttoduced the research actinties of the arganisation they were represen- 
ting. In the afternoon session the resulu were summarised in a 'Imowledge map'. Based on 
this list of issues, the second day was wed to specify Imowledge gaps and research needs. Four 
major research topics were seleaed and addressed in preliminary project proposals. 



CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON MBR 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
As fúst step to develop the CWRC research strategy on Membrane Bioreactors the cursent sta- 

te ofknwledge was discussed and existing knowledge gaps were identiíïed. Building blode 
in this proress were the CWRC report State Ofthe Sdence a MBR (CWRC 2005). the information 
presented at the International NIBR Symposium inVarsseveld (April 2005) and the presenfati- 
ons of the member activities during the workshop. In the following paragraphs both the pre 
sentations and the input from rhe discussions are summarised. As final result the knowledge 
map on MBR (%bat do we know and what nor) is presented. 

2.2. CURRENT ACTIVITIES BY PARTICIPANTS 
Each of the participants presented the relevant research activity of the organisation they 
were representing. 

2.2.1. RESEARCH CONSORTIA AMEDEUS/EUROMBRA - LESJEAN /JOSS 

%v0 consortia of European research institutes submitted a proposal for the 3'* Call of the 
6Lh Framework Programme Pnority Clobal Changes and Sustainable Development. The Wo 
projects nirned out to be complementary for the greater part. Therefore both proposals were 
selected and asked to be rewritten in order to omit overlapping activities. 

The AMEDEUS consortium focuses on 'the Acceleration of Membrane Development tor Urban 
Savage Puriilcation'. One ofthe aims is fosterlng development ofcompetitiveEuropean MBR- 
ñltration technologies to secure MBR market shares. The overall objective of EUROMBRA is 
to develop a cost-effective. sustainable solution for new. efficient and advanced municipal 
wastewater treatment based on MBR technology. This wil1 be achieved through a multi-face 
ted. concemd and cohesive research programme explicitiy linking key limiting phenomena 
(fouling, clogging) obsewed and quantified on the micr*, meso and macroscaie. Pigure 2.1 
illustrates the scales of investigation and the involvement ofthe two research consortia. 



H The scaics of investieai 

ïhe w o  consortia together consist of 28 institutes. consisting of univenities. R&D CenUes, 
end-users and SME's (smal1 to medium enterprises). 

WWA WATER RESEARCH - CORNELISSEN 

W A  Water Research cames out research for the drinking water companies in the 
Netherlands. In the field of membrane technology these is a lot of experience in the study 
of fouling phenomena (biofouling. partidate fouling, organic fouling and staling). Fwther 
expertise is in the field of integrity Another topic is the removal capacity of membranes for 
different micro pollutants. Currently there is renewed interest in ceramic membranes. 

TECHNOLOGIE ZENTRUM WASSER (TZW) - LIPP 
1ZW is an independent non-profit organlration for drinlung water-related research. TZW is 

part of the German Technica1 and Suenufic Association for Gas and Water.The mission of the 
1ZW is transferring science to the water industry. Among working fields are analytical cbe  
mistry. microbiology and membrane technology. Within the filed of membrane technolon. 
membrane fouling and cleaning of ultrafilmtion systems are investigated with labscale and 
pilot units. 

KOMPRENZZENTRUM WASSER BEULIN - LUCK/LESJEAN 
KompetenzZentrum Wasser Berlin (KWB) - Luck/lesjean: The Berlin Centre of Competence 
for Water is a public/p~vate owned R&D cenne between the city of Berlin. the Berliner 
Wasserbetriebe and the Water Company Veolia. Cumnt activities in the field of MBR com- 
prise advanced biological nutrients removal and the development of smal1 scale MBRs for 
communities rhat are not yet connected to the sewerl Ademonstration project with N-LlFë 

subsidy is being camed out with a MBR plant with a capacity of 250 p.r. KWB will mordinate 
the Eumpean project AMEDNS dedicated to MBR development. 

2.2.5 EAWAG - JOSS 
EAWAC is the Swiss Federal lnstitute for Envimnmental Science and Technology. Eawag's 
task as the national research center for water pollution control is to ensure ïhat: 
- concepis and technologies pertaining to the uw of natura1 waters are continwusly 

improved; 
- ecological. economical and social water interests are bmught into line. 



Multidisciplinary teams of specialists in the fields of Environmental Engineering, Natura1 

and Social Sciences jointly develop solutions to environmental pmblems.The acquired kmw- 
ledge and how-how is transmitted nationally and internationaiiy by publications. lecnires. 
teaching. and consuïting to the private and public sector. 
The environmental engineering division of EAWAC works on cumnt and future aspect6 
of urban hyd~ology. wastewater and drinkhg water watment as weii as water poiiution 
contml. Together with the division urban water management (ZMrM) the goal is, to develop 
sustainable wncepts of the water and nutrient cycle in urban settlements. 
EAWAC is operatinga membrane bioreactor pilot (100 populationequivalent) since 10th July 
2001. The following aJpeas are approaehed: 
- design. modelling and operation ofbiological N and P removal at different sludge ages 

(15.30 and 60 days); - optimisation ofthe operation and chemica1 cleaning of the membrane modules; 
- wmparing the operation of 3 standard modules operated in pardiel (Kubota, Mitsubbhi 

and Zenon): 
- assessment of the micro-pollutant removal capaaty and wmparison with the conven- 

tional activated sludge process with sedimentation (N projea POSEIDON). 

2.2.6 THARES WATER/UKWIR - PEARCE/GERMAIN 
The activities on MBR by UK Water Industiy Research (UKWIR) were presented at the MBR 
-symposium preceding the workshop and are presented in Appendix V. UKWIR fagltates wl- 
laborative research for UK water operators. UKWm's memben comprise 29 water and se 
werage undertakers in England and Wales. Scotland and Northem Ireland. The objecrives of 
the organisation are to: 
- identify research requirements to meet the water industry's strategie business needs: 
- procure the research competitiveix 
- workwith the water industry's regulaton: 
- provide saiue for money for the wntributors: 
- transfer the research outputs to contributors. 
Thames Water mently completed a four year research programme. looláng at wntml of 
short term fouling on hollow fibre membranes by snidying biological and physical &ern. 

2.2.7 WRFJWERF- ADHAR 
The Water Reuse Foundation courdinates the majority of the water reuse research in the US. 

Water Environment Research Pederation covers a broad range ofresearch fields in wastewa- 
ter treatment. Sevenl research projects on MBR are c d e d  out. many of them with regard 
to reuse applications. Emerging poiiutants of concert are endocrine disxupting wmpounds, 
phannaceutical active compounds and personal care products. One of the WERP aaivitiesis a 
yearly publication of &RN anicles on wastewater meatment The MBR artides are discussed 
in the GWRC State of Science report [CWRC 2005). 

2.2.8 WATER AUTHORITT DWR - DE KORTE 
The Water Authority DWR is responsible for surface water quality and wastewater with the 
Water Board Amstel. Gooi en Vecht in the Netherlands. In the year 2001 DWR started a MBR 
pilot project at the wwtp Hilversum. The pilot installation is equipped with Kubota membra- 
nes and ha6 been in operation for more than 4 yem. To date. the design of a fuil scale MBR 
neatment plant is being made and the commissioning of the plant is dated start 2008. 



2.2.9 WATERBOARD RIJN EN IJSSEL - SCHYNS 
The Waterboard Rijn en IJssel har recently commissioned the MBR demonsmation plant 
at Varssmeld. This project serves as a demonstration for the other water boards to obtain 
experiences with larger scale MBR in the specitk Dutch situation. To this a h  a bmad scoped 
research programme is being camed out together with TNO, Delft Univenity of Technology 
and Wetsus. 

2.2.10 STOWA - UI3TERLINOE 
STOWA is the organisation cwrdinating the research activities h m  the Water Boards in 

the Netherlands. and is therefore involved in the project of the Waterboard Rijn en IJssel. 
Furthermore. STOWA courdinated pilot plant hials at the wastewater ueatmenr plantr of 
Bwerwijk. Maasbommel and Leeuwarden. The Leeuwarden project is especially of interest 
since the MBR is treaung wwtp effluent. The developing biomass is for example very efficient 
in removing 17aithinylestradiol. 

2.3 STATE OF THE SCIENCE 
k r i n g  the past 5 yean a lot of research aaivity was d e d  out in the field of MBR techno- 
log.  ïñe  GW-report State of the Science a MER ( G W C  2005) presents an overview of the 
research activities of the past 5 years. 
Ranging from purely suentiñc lab-reale wolk to RiU scale operational optimisation studies, 
the range of research topics covers almost all disciplines in wastewater ueatment and mem- 
brane technology. To focus the GWRC review. some 130 scientific papers were selected with 
respect %o the relevante for the development of full scale MBRE for munkipal wastewater 
treatment. 

2.3.1 FOULING 
Fouling. its control and prevention and membrane deaning are by far the most investigated 
topics in MBR research. Since the membrane separation step can not be by-passed and failure 
leads to zero.production it forms the bottleneck of the MBR process. 
There have been reveral approaches to cope with fouling in MBR. These approaches can be 
divided in w o  groups: 

l) Ophmlratwn ofthe mistingprocess Ma operational ftmüüres. 

Quite important in this field is the pretreatment of the system. Due to the configuration of 
the membrane modules larger pamdes. hain and fibres tend to accumulate within the mem- 
brane tank and cause a loss of available permeation area and interfere with the sludge flow. 

Sclentiflc research ~ n t o  joulmg mechanisms, fouling mbIiMCn and their migin. 
The major fouling mechanisms in MBR are cake layer formation and adsorption to the mem- 
brane surface. the latter resulting in a reduction of the available permeation area. Cake layer 
formation can usually be controlled by the continuous coarse bubble membrane aeration. 
Adsorption u regarded a tünction of the total produced volume and can be addressed by the 
maintenance cleaning. 
Hydraulic and concentration peaks in the iníluent turn out to be difücult to handle for an 
MBR. In those cases where storm weather har to be ueated. the effects of a storm weather 
went are experienced as a sudden drop in permeability of the system. 
With regard to the substances that are inwlved in membrane fouling. detennining the 
hction of the mixed liquor. responsible for membrane fouling made a step forward. This 



fiaction consists of cel1 fragments. macromolecules and bacterial cells. which are able to 
f o m  aggregates when concentrated at the membrane surface. 

The genera1 feeling about fouling studies is summarised in 0 b s e ~ n g  that although a lot of 
research effort was put int0 membrane fouling. definite answen are not yet found. It must be 
remarked that much of the research work was not or only to a limited extent. cwrdinated. 
A global cwrdination of MBR research is desirable. The regular exchange via scientiñc confe- 
rences is not enough. Too many researches are merely repeating fonner work. 

This last fact brings in another question, conceming the use of pilot plant research. Soreral 
experiences show that problems during pilot scale research are nat occurring in fullscale 
application, and Mce vma. This raises the question whether pilot plant research is the appm 
priate means to funher facilitate MBR application. 

2.3.2 EFFLUENT QUALITY 

The high obtainable effluent qualily is the most frequently mentioned advantage of the MER 
technique. Both in scientiñc literature and by vendors. Originally it was hypothesised that the 
uncoupling of Solids Retention Time and Hydraulic Retention Time would lead to growth of 
microbial species that would for example be washed out in a conventional secondary clarifier. 
Although a signiñcant change in population was observed. the occumng degradation proces 



ses were not different from those encountered in conventional activated sludge (CAS) systems. 
Furthermore. practica1 considerations have led to the application of conventional Sm. 

souosjcouoxm REMWAL 
The most significant advantage of MBR is materiaïwd by the fact that the membrane p m  
duces an effluent that is partide free. With respect to its disinfecting capacity. different and 
sometimes contradictoiy results exist. Geneally it ean be said that MBR efiìuent complies 
with the European bathing water guidelines in tenns of hygienic safety. The strong point of 
MBR in terms of effluent quality is its ability to remove aii suspended. colloidal matter and 
pollutants bound to this franion. 
The conduswn of these considerations was f o d a t e d  as foliows: 
WzW resped t0 e8iyent quality only whm dtsinfection is mmpulsoy, MBR hm a real advaninge. 
In other cases the diferencrr are smnller and a convenlid ialvarrd sludge systeni o a bmrro@Jn.' 

There were great expciations of the almwt 'magic' interaction beween membranes and 
activated sludge. supposedly leading to extremely higheffluent quality. This turn out to be 

beside the tmth and some dinerentiations can be made: 
- in cases where low Nitrogen an Phoephorus concentrations must be reached. the 

membrane prevents washing out of sludge fragmens, thus ensuring a constant effluent 
quality: 

- it is important to realii  that a compariron of MBR with a conventional activated sludge 

system (CAS) system should not be made. since MBR is meant as an upgrading of the CAS. 
Therefore comparing MBR u> CAS plus other (tertiaryj iseatment steps should assess the 
merits of MBR. If  this is done. MBR wil1 be competitive romer; 

- one of the strong points of MBR in t m s  of e5luent quality is the stabiiity. BuMngsludge 
does not necessarily lead toa decrease in effluent quaiity. because of the membrane.Thiu. 
although the absolute effluent quality may not be significant higher. it is definitely more 
stable. 

EDC/MICRO POLLVTAWTS 

A current topic of major concern is the r e w a l  of Endocrine Dismpting Compounds IEDQ. 
MBR was expected to show high removal efñciencies forthese substances as well as other pri- 
ority subs ta~~~es  as indicated by the European Water Eramework Directive. Recent researches 

and measurement campaigns have slightly changed the view on this subject. Apart 'om di6 
ficulties in measuring EDC. it is supposed that MBR can remove these compounds only to a 
limited extent. ûther compounds. like pesticide. show removal efñciencies similar t0 those 
in conventional activated sludge sysrems. Until now it is unknown in which h a i o n  these 
substances occur in the wastewater. Based on the analyses it seem likely that these substan- 
ces are primariiy in soluble form. i.e. smaller than the membrane pore size. 

Results of recent measuremens indicate that MBR is not really appropriate to remove micro 
poiiutants. 

2.3.3 ENERGYJCOST ISSUES 
The amount of energy that is comumed per unit volume of efiìuent is relatively high for 
MBR and lies in the range of i 5 - 2 s kWh/m3. although lower values are reported in litera- 

NE. For conventional activated sludge systems the energy requirements are in the range 1.0 

1.2 kWh/ma. In Ni case it is again a matter of definition: where are the system boundaries. is 

the effluent quality the Same for both systems, etc. 

10 



Same steps are made with rcspect to decreasing energy demand of the MBR system. 
Intemittent aeration of the membrane modules. double de& configuration (plate and frame 
membranes) and reducing the MLSS concentration have contributed to an oveall deaease 
in energy consumptioa 

lne  operational costs of an MBR are related to the energy demand of the system. Aithough 
they are closely related. it seem useful to make a strict separation between energy issues and 
cost issues. 

Cost issues must be divided in capital cost and operational cost. n ie  capital cost for MBR are 
high. because of the membranes and the equipment needed to operate the membranes. 



The cost minimisation of the MBR system wiU be dosely related to optimisation of the 
hydraulic performance. Optimisation of the hydraulic performance includes: higher opera- 
tional permeate fluxes (lower installed membnne surface) and better fouling control. 

2.3.4 SLUDGE/WASTE HANDLING 
The problems and solutions concerning waste activated sludge treatment are varying per 
country. In Cermany there are good experiences with the dewaterabiiity of the waste sludge 
h m  MB&. In the European situation it is not regarded a real scientific research topic. In 
the USA however, there is a great concern about this topic. since there is a totally di ikent  
view on the treatment of biosolids. In the Netherlandr. waste activated sludge is ultimately 
incinerated and may not be used as fertiliser. In the USA. there is a trend towards reuse of 
these substames. which makes it necessary to avoid the presence of e.g. heavy metals and 
organic micro pollutants. 

2.3.5 CONCLUDING REUARKS RESEARCH TOPICS STATE OF SCIENCE 
The ranking of the research topics. as obtained by database anaiysis. literature review and 
questionnaire al1 result in the Same topics for the fint and second place: Membrane fouling 
and Effluent quality. 
Por the third place there is a difference between the results kom the questionnaire and the 
other methods. The questionnaire came out with sludge treatment as the third important 
research topic. The othen with energylcost issues. 
It can be remarked that depending on the region and the counay. the rankingof these topics 
may differ. 
Reduced footprint and superior effluent quallty [enabling reuse) are the main drivers for 
application of MBR. 



2.4 KNOWLEDGE MAP ON MOR 
With the information ofthe state of the science report a knowledge map on MBR can be desig- 
ned. This is done with a prioritised list, covering the relevant topics. This is done in six points 
(see Pigure 2.1). each item is shortiy characterised by relevant keywords and processes. 



RESEARCH STRATEGY 

3.1 FROM KNOWLEDGE GAPS T0 RESEARCH NEEDS 
Based on the state of the science. the input of expert judgement and the workshop. hm- 
ledge gaps were identified which were tcanslated to rereardi needs to address these gaps. 
The major topics are: 
- effluent quality: what is the objective performance of MBR and added value to existing 

technology: 
- how to avoid andlor control membrane fouling: 
- define the optimal design criteria and operational condition: what are the lessons to be 

learned ftom experiences worldwide? 
- the dewlopment of tools to support the exchange of MBR knowledge and know-how and 

to anlwer the question 'When, where and why to use MBR': 
- what wil1 be the role. benefits and timitations of MBR in future concepts for the u h  

water cycle and which technological innovations and dwelopments can enhance future 

MBR applications. 

Taking int0 account the ongoing research acfivities as part of the EU ftamework research 
program and within the M C  membership. four of the identifid research needs were p m  
ceswd to project proposals. 

3.1.1 EFFLUENT OUALiW 

These is some discussion about the rok of humies and the extent to which they detemiine 
total phosphom effluent concenrranons. In a broader perspective it is until now unknown 
what the exact performance of an MBR is, with respect to the advanced removal of pathogens 
(especially vinises). organic and inorganic micro pollutants. EDC. phannaceuticals and nu- 

nients. 

3.1.2 MEMBRANE FOULING & CLEANING 
Membrane fouling and cleaning is identified as d e s e ~ n g  careful attention of marchem in 
order to enable stable long-term operation. Seveal connected issues must be a d d r e s k  
- a more definite determination of the openting window fot MBR. h 1s not yet clear wheth- 

er we reached a border. or how far we are removed ïrom the borders of 'god operation'; 
- contiguration issues. What is !he strength ofhollow fibre systeri against plate and ftame 

systemi Or what is the advantage of otle plat@ and frame system to the other? 
- which influent characteristic(s) determine the applicability of MBR? 
- which activated sludge characteristic(s) determine its ñiterability. In other words, with 

which parameters can the membrane filnation step be optimised? 

These research topics are comprehensively covered within the European research proposals 

EUROMBRA and AMEDEUS. 



3.1.3 TOOLS 

KNOWLEDGE BME 
There is a need for a Knowledge Base on MBR practice. It should not be merely a database, but 
should enable its users to learn £rom success mistakes and failures of existing installations. 
The advantage of the knowledge base is that it has a larger life time than a 'normal' database, 
and tbat it can be updated once evexy w o  or three yean. and nat necessarily continuously. 
Furthermore it may promote firther product development by manufacturers. lts primary 
users wil1 be end users considering the design of an MBR 

OECISION SUPPORT TOOL 
For a gwd comparison and assessrnent of different options. a decision support t001 (DSI) 

should be developed. The DST should comprise the foiiowing elements: 
- effluentqualig: 
- footprint: 
- investmentloperational cost: whole life costl deinvestment options: 
- ease of operation: 
- personnel: 
- retrofitting: 
- life Qcle Analysis: 

- reliabilig; 



- sise ranges; 
- centraiised\Decentralised system: 
- public acceptance: 
- upgradabilitypexibility: 
- residuals treatment: screenings. waste sludge. chemicals. 

3.1.4 DESIGN/OPERATIONAL ISSUES 
Pretreatment was identified as the most important issue with regard to design/operation. 
There are some difierences in approach when USA is compared to for example Europe. in 
the USA the pre-treatment is usually designed .with characteristic size of 2-3 mm. wherear in 

Europe the common practice is less than 1 mm. niis issue does not necessarily need sciencific 
research. but careful attention in the design. 

3.1.5 UODELLING/PROCESS CONTROL 

This important issue is covered by the activities described under 3.1.3. and is also included in 

European research proposals as mentioned in 2.2.1. 

3.1.6 INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS 
Apart from being a one step proceso. MER can also be regarded as part of a total water mat- 
ment system. Either in the fonn of hybnd configurations. or in combination with other te&- 

niques. many innovative concepts are thinkable. Some work har been done on Nanofiltration 
MBR. Other innovative ideas wil1 have to be identüïed or maybe geneated to expand the 
application field of MBR 



3.2 PROJECTS PROPOSED 

The four selected research proposals are shortiy described: the research proposai fonns are 
included in Appendix V. 

3.2.1 DECISION SUPPORT TOOL FOR MUNICIPAL MBR TECHNOLOGY CHOICE 
MBR is an emerging new technology without dearly defined application boundaries compa- 
red with conventional technologies: MBR adnntages are low footprint, disinfected and solids 
free effluent: disadvantages are energy requirement. cost. and process complexity. Up to date 
this technology choice for municipal applications was mainly driven by nonsommercial con- 
siderations. No standard procedure for technology selection is currently available. 
Por an optima1 use of the Knowledge Base and the Decision Support Tool there must be agree- 
ment on the ure of terminology. A standardised set of terms and methods wil1 have to be 
prepared. This wil1 be pan of the European projects. 

3.2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF AN MBR KNOWLEOGE BASE FOR MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
Due to its perceived advantages. within the past decade there have been many MBRs instailed. 
Much of the information and lessons learned that was obtained with these installations has 
not been published or otherwise communicated.The web site database on MBR developed by 

WERF provides some information in this regard. However. detailed information that can be 
provided by global end users is not available. This type of information should be induded in 
the knowledge base that wil1 be developed. 
The smcture of the knowledge base of microfiltration installations. developed by AwwaRF. 
provides a good basis for further development. Ultimately, the information in the knowledge 
base can be used as input for newly to be dweloped Decision Support Tool. 

3.2.3 EFFLUENT QUALITY OF MBRS 

Claims on MBRs effluent quality are often overestimated. Facts are required for a rational 
comparison with the conventional activated sludge process for the treatment of municipal 
wastewater. Clear data are required in t e rm of advanced removal of nutrients, disinfection 
(bacteria and viruses) and elimination of micro pollutants. 

3.2.4 IOENTIFICATION OF INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS FOR FUTURE MER SYSTEMS 

MBR technology har almost reached rnaturity and the status of proven technology. Pootprint 

reduction. disinfected effluent and overall stable effluent quality are among the main drivers 
for its curtent application level. Nevertheless, further development of the technology is still 
needed to expand the potential application of MBRs. In addition, the sanitation approach is 
developing towards decentralised applications with closed loops of water. energy and nu- 
trients recovery ('Ecosan concepts"). Novel MBR technologies may be very appropriate for the 
implementation of these new concepts or to improve the treatment performance of current 
MBR pmcesses (e.g. trace organics), such as nanoñitration-MB& anaerobic MBR, ceramic MBR, 
membrane aeration bioreactor, membrane biofilm reactor, etc. 



CONCLUSIONS AND FOLLOW UP 

One of the goals of the project was the exchange and review of existing knowledge and know- 

how within the GWRC membership and associated organisations. Based on the received feed- 

back it canbe concluded that the combination of the international Symposium. the research 

strategy workshop as wel1 as the field visit were very supportive to successfuliy achieve this 

goal. 

Within this f ru i f i l  and constructive atmosphere the major knowledge gaps were identified 

and research needs to address the pnority gaps were discussed. 

As part of the developed research strategy four pnority project proposals were agreed on: 
- effluent quality of MBR (EAWAG): 
- development of a MBR Knowledge Base for municipal wastewater treaiment (STOWA): 
- deusion Support Tool for municipal MBR technology choices (KWB -AR); 
- scenario study regarding MBR in 2030 (WWiR). 

With respect to the identified research needs on 'Membrane Fouling and Cleaning" and 

"Issues regarding Modelbng and process Control" the GWRC memben that are partiupatmg 

in the EU projects wil1 secure the exchange of information and overall ccmrdination. 

It was decided that for each of the proiect proposals one organisation (indicated in brackets 

above) would take the lead to elaborate ui conjunction with the other workshop participants 

the proposals developed during the workshop. 

The Board ofthe Duwtors of the GWRC wil1 discuss and finally decide about the collaborative 

projects that wil1 be executed within the framework of the MBR research strategy 
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DRAFT RESEARCH PROPOSALS 



GWRC Workshop Membrane Bioreactors 
25 - 27 April 2005 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL (DRAFT) 

Eonmquences H 
work not u n i e d  
out: 

prol.ct naa: 

Nama * 
AfRIlation: 

Collabontora: 

Beneíits to be 
achieved: - Political - Econornic 
- Tednical 

DuIsion Support T w l  lor munkIp.1 M M  technolopy Cnoica 

GWRC (Pete Pearce, Thamer Water) 

MBR 1s an emerging new technology without clearly defìned applicatlon 
boundaries cornpared with conventlonal technologies: MBR advantages are 
low footprint, dlsinfected and solids free efñuent; disadvantages are energy 
requirernent, cost, and process wmplexity. Up to date mis technology choke 
for munidpal appl~catlons was malnly driven by non wmmerdal 
wnslderations. 
No standard procedure for technology selection is currently available. 

In absence of an Integrated decision support tod, approval for future 
installations wil1 norrnally be based on subjective Criteria, without thorough 
performance and econornicai wnsiderations. 

Transparent and rauonal assessrnent procedure for technology selection 
Cost effective process selection Induding al1 relevant wst issues 
Allow the selertion of appropriate technology according t0 the local 
requlrernents 



Speclfic questlons 
anmemd: 

T a s b  set for 
contractor: 

Ddiverablw: 

Completion date to 
maximise benefits: 

Target audienca for 
the output7 

Whlch groups 
should recaiva any 
mpotts raaukinp 
from this wo*? 

Should the output 
be submiited for 
independent p w r  
review to add 
authority to the 
WO*? 

Develop a general evaluatlon procedure t0 allow the comparison of MER wlth 
conventlonal and alternative technoloaies on a cost/oerformance basls fora 
broad spectrum of local condltlons an; requirernenii 

Is MER the best proces choke for a given appllcatlon. 

Benchmark the costs and performance of MERs against conventional 
solutions. Integrate the benchmarklng results Into a guideline t0 be u& by 
declsion makers. I 
Slmple decislon tree based on technically boundary criteria t0 waluate 
whether detailed lnvestigatlons are required for considering MER. 

In case of no evident choice basis. uossible alternatives are to be outlined in 
terms of cost, energy footprint, penonnei requirement, flexibility, sludge 
production and performance. 
End 2006 

Designers and decision makers, water industry end users 

Utillties, consultants, research institutes 

Ey a Eumpean and an Arnerican consultants 



GWRC Workshop Mernbrane Bioreactors 
25 - 27 April 2005 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL (DRAFT) 

Name Pm-a Cora Uijteriinde (STOWA) Millation: 

asequences if 
~ o r k  not carried 
)ut: 

lenelits to be 
ichieved: 

- Political 

- Technica! 

~uat i f ïu t ion :  
Due to its perceived advantages, within the past decade there have been 
many MB& installed. Much of the information and lessons learned that was 
obtained with these installations har not been published or otherwise 
communicated. The webslte database on MBR, developed by WERF, pmvides 
Mme information in this reaard. but not the detailed information of global 
end users which is aimed a i  with this knowledge base. 

. 

The structure of the knowledge base on MF, developed by AwwaRF, should 
provide a good basis for further development. 

Repeated mistakes, operational failures. Limitation of developments. 

Speed up of technology; product Improvement. Input for decision makers. 

I t  provides a platform for an objective analysis of the technology. MER 
technology wil1 become more accepted. 

Decrease both capital and operational cost of MBR technology; Optimise 
desiqn. 
For ieople owning/operating MBRs: i t  helps optimising operation 
For people planning to instail MBR, it helps declsion making. 
Exchange of operational information, whlch leads to more efficient design, 
operation and overall application of the MER technique. 
Further research can be focused more accuratelv. 



spwrnc questïons 
answerd: 

Completion date t0 
max lm ln  benefit.: 

M e  output? 

Whlch groups 
s h w l d  recelvs any 
reports resuklng 
from this work? 

Should the output 
ba aubml t td  l o r  
Independent peer 
review t0 add 
authority to the 
work? 

Sharing of knowledge with target audience. 

What are the lessons learned 
What are the monitoring tools 
What are the pmcess control tools, operational issues, etc. 

Develop a global team of stakeholders. 
Identify parameters, information to become available. 
Definition of terminoloov 
Preparation of a questknnaire. 
Implementing of questionnaire in a website. 

Contaaing utilitles/users for filling up questionnaires. 
Foliow up Inte~iewSIph~ne cails etc. 
Quality control of delivered data. 
Data analysls 
Build and maintain website, 'spread the news' 
Take care of confldentiality issues 

Website 
Flnal report 

24 months needed, finish early 2008 

End users (waterboards, water utlilties), designers, researchert, students, 
suppilers 

GWRC members 

Yes. Presentation at an International conferences 



GWRC Worksho~ Mernbrane Bioreactors 
25 - 27 April 2005 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL (DRAFT) 

Nama n Propowr L 
wiiiauon: 

Collaborators: 

Backgrounds 

Conwquencas H 
work not carried 
out: 

Benaflts to h 
achleved: 
- Political 

Effluent quaIHy of MBllr 

GWRC (Adrlano loss, EAWAG) 

M O S  1 2006 1 2007 1 ûevond I Total 

C 30'000 

Ju8tlRwHon: 
Claims on MBRs effluent quality are often overestimated. Uear data are 
requlred in tems of nuhients, mlcmpollutants and dislnfection 

Wrong p rows  choke due to lack of knowledge on wastewater treatment 
performance by MBR connected to high costs. 

Realistically demonstrate the capability of MBRs t0 remove specific 
wastewater constttuents. Enable a~~ropr iate regulation (BAT). - 
Avwd misinvestments 
Better undentandlnq of capabiliti/ of the MER technologv 



Almlng to achleve: 

spedfic questlons 
answemd: 

Tasks set tor 
wntraetor: 

Delivenbles: 

Complstlon dste to 
maxlmise benmtr: 

Target audienee tor 
the Output? 

which pmups 
ehould recelve anv 
report. reeultlnp 
trom this work? 

Should the output 
ba eubmmsd for 
independent peer 
review to add 
authoritv t0 ths 
work? 

Overview of the current data on the followlng munldpal MER effluent quailty 
parameters: pathogens, organlc and inorganic micropollutank, nutrients, 
organlcs 

Cornparison to conventlonal wastewater treatrnent Is to be glven. 
Details on nutrlent removal at low to vew low concentration are to be 
discussed as wel1 as the poilutant fractionation. 

Collea existlng publlshed and unpublished data and ldentlfy knowledge gaps. 
A comparison to conventlonal wastewater treatrnent alternatlves Is to be 
outlined. 

Summary of relevant data tables including source references and final 
statement on MER capability. 
End of 2005 

MER declsion makers and stakeholders 

Consultank, research lnstitutes 

By a European and an Arnerican consultants 



GWRC Workshop Membrane Bioreactors 
25 - 27 April 2005 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL (FINAL DRAFT) 

Nama of Propowr i 
Afflliation: 

p w a a  mk: 

&ris Lesjean (KWB) 

Sanario studl.. 2010: XáantMation d f ~ m  conmpïa of w u t m t u  
manap.ment with innovaiiva MaR O.ehnoro9iU 

kickground: 

2005 1 1006 1 2007 1 W o n d  I Total 

bnsequenws if 
Hork not canied 
>ut: 

120,000 

3enafits t0 ba 
ichieved: 

120.000 

- Political 

Justifiation: 
MBR technoloav has almost reached maturitv and the Status of proven 
technology. ~Öotprint reduction, disinfected effluent and overall stable 
efñuent quallty are among the main drivers tor lts current appl~cation level. 
Nevertheless. further develoDment of the technology is still needed t0 expand 
the potential'applicatlon of MBRs. In  addition, the Lnitation approach is 
developing towards decentralised applications with closed loops of water, 
energy and nutrients recoveiy ("Ecosan wncepts"). Novel MBR technologies 
may be very appropriate for the implementation of these new wncepts or t0 
improve the treatrnent performance ofcurrent MER pmcesses (e.g. traCe 
organics), such as NF-MBR, anaerobic MBR, ceramic MBR, membrane 
aeration bioreactor, membmne biofilm reactor, etc. 

Stagnation of MBR technology development. 
Lack of global visibiilty on emerglng membrane technologies for municipal 
wastewater treatment. 
Reduced development of alternative and decentralised sanitation wncepts. 

Increaslng sustainabllity of water cycle. 
Contribution to UN Millennium Goals with alternahve membrane wncepts. 

Development of more cost effectlve treatment systems (for clties and 
industries). Indirect ben&ts of water, energy and nutnents reuse. 

More ophons for solving water problems. Creatlng options for reuse, dosing 
water cycle. 



Aimlnp t o  achieve: 

spsciflc que8tioru 
answered: 

contractor: 

Completion date t o  
maximise ben&: 

Target audience for 
the output? 

Whfch proups 
should raecive any 
mportm ncult lnp 
from this work? 

I Should the outmut 
be submitted f& 
independent peer 

Identification of new concepts applylng MER and appropriate innovatlve 
nembrane technologles. 

Nhat are the xenarios for wastewater (and water) management anticipated 
n 2030 in different regions of the worid? (urbanl~ral, cllmate, existing 
nfrastmcture, developing countries etc) 
+OW may these scenarlos Integrate the MER technology, or lnnovative 
nembrane processes? (emphasls on usablllty of different qualities of effluent, 
indlor recovery potentlal) 
Nhich innovative MER technologies look promising for the future sanitation 
:oncepts and should concentrate world-wide efforts for further 
ievelopments? 

Uterature review 
o MBR innovative concepts: petfonnances, costs. expectatlons 
o Alternative sanltation concepts, parüculariy those including 

MER systems 
Workshoo of creative alobal exoerts in relevant fields (e.a. oractical. . - .  
xientific; material sciénce, nar;otechnology, anaerobic, reuse, 
soclology, Integrated water resource management, sanltation In 
developing countries etc) to ldentify Innovative concepts and 
appropriate MER-based technologles (secrecy agreementl) 
Prioritise concepts, select most pmmislng for further analysis 
Desktop study on selected concepts (Incl. Prelimlnary cost-beneht) 

'inal report, identifying innovatlve concepts and technologles 

L2 months, finish eady 2007 

äWRC memben, universities, industry, vendors, NGO 

Internal review I au; llitv manaaement from selected exoerts Iworkshoi .l) 
Jresentation at a n  intemationai conference 

review to add 
authorlty to the 
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